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The #1 Kidsâ€™ Video Game!Â Swap Force is the third new game in the Skylanders franchise and

this official guide is the definitive source for all the new realms and characters. At 176 pages, it is

packed full of secretsand tips for navigating the exciting new world of Skylanders Swap Force. A

fold-out full-color poster will be included.
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Nothing in this guide will walk you though anything. Really, it's a reference manual. A guide... well,

guides. This book is a compilation of game facts, general hints, and NO MAPS! I'm actually kind of

angered by it. (Hence, why my grammar is thrashed!)No mapsNo walkthroughsNo hidden

treasureNo mention of easter-eggsNo information, as it takes little-to-no effort to find all this guides

information while playing the game.This is a glorified game manual, and should have been included

in the starter pack of the game. I'm not joking, and there is nothing in this guide that isn't told, seen,

or discovered for yourself in the game.The pages are too small. WAY too small. The binding often

covers some information, or makes it tough to see, because it is cropped too close to the

information on the pages..Worth about .25 cents at a garage sale.... that's about it. I paid $4 and

waited a ridiculous amount of time for the "free shipping" to finally arrive 2 weeks after the child's



birthday.DON'T DO IT. Don't purchase this expanded game manual. Use internet searches, or give

the other guide a try. Just don't waist another minute looking at this game guide.

My son loves this book and has read it cover to cover. That is why it's getting 5 stars. I have no idea

if it really deserves 5 stars, but from the amount of quiet I got from this purchase, it's getting 5 stars!

My nephew is not a book reader and when I got him this to go along with the Swap Force figures, he

was excited and has been looking at the book EVERY DAY since Christmas. I hope he will get use

to having a book in his hands moving forward.

Just as great as the first book! My son loves it!

Need a way to engage a reluctant reader? Both of our boys love to be read to. But now they are

reading more and more independently. We have both the Giants and Swap Force and they have

both put on the miles! They take them in the car wherever we go. The short story/description of

each character has helped them choose which character to save for next.

Purchased this for my 6 year old Skylander enthusiast...he opened it once and had all his stickers

(the ones,you get from each character) and was very disappointed that there wasn't a designated

spot for each one. The Giants version of this book was better. He hasn't cracked it open again

since. Hopefully he will get into it again at some point.Would I recommend his book? Probably not,

but if your kid is like mine-they'll want it.

My son is happy with this

The description did not match what we got. Book was alr4ady used colored in and had thr ooster

ripped out when it specifically said it was there. Not happy. my son BAWLED. Will not Ever orser

from this seller again.
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